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 Since 1962, ABCD has promoted self-help for low-income people 
and neighborhoods by providing them with tools to overcome 
poverty, live with dignity, and achieve their full potential

 ABCD emphasizes education, skilled job-training and asset 
development

 UHS serves students who are over age, struggling academically 
and at-risk in the traditional school system

 UHS has small classes of 15 students or less and a small student 
to mentor ratio, providing an intense learning experience

 UHS encourages students to explore different careers & 
industries and bridge the gab between high school & college. 
Students earn a Boston Public School diploma from their 
original high school



 Innovative collaboration between (ABCD) Green Jobs Career 
Exploration and UMass Boston’s GIS Lab

 The goal was to introduce ABCD Career Exploration students to GIS 
technology

 The eight-week program taught basic geographic concepts, as well as:

◦ ArcGIS software

◦ GPS data collection

◦ secondary data gathering techniques

 Working at ABCD computer lab and at the UMass Boston GIS Lab, 
students completed several tutorials exploring concepts such as 
population, earthquakes, volcanoes, tourism, and watersheds



 Course Development

◦ Mapping Our World: GIS Lessons for Educators

◦ Chapter selection: physical, cultural and social geography

◦ Basic geo-concepts: size & shape of Earth, projections, lat/long

 Group Project

◦ Using the web and hand held GPS units, produce database of bank 
locations in 2 demographically different Boston neighborhoods –
Back Bay & Roxbury

◦ Integrate data to GIS and map data to show if distribution is 
equitable

 Classroom

◦ ABCD – development of database & field trips (3 d/wk)

◦ UMB – GIS/GPS instruction & campus tours (1 d/wk)

http://gis.esri.com/esripress/shared/images/99/MappingOurWorld_9_lg.jpg


 The objective was to find out if there was any truth in their hypothesis 
statements  and to produce a poster showing their work

 They hypothesized that Back Bay has more banks than Roxbury (and 
that of those banks there are more large than small) because residents 
of Back Bay generally make more money than those who reside in 
Roxbury - another contributing factor may be because Back Bay has 
more businesses and tourist attractions than Roxbury

 They also hypothesized that Roxbury has more small banks and check 
cashers than large banks because there are more people who might 
need these services since people in Roxbury generally make less 
money than people in Back Bay
◦ Someone with a lower   income may benefit from the lower fees at small 

banks and the convenience of using check cashers. 

 Hypothesis:
◦ H: 1 Back Bay has more larger banks than small banks and check cashers.
◦ H: 2 Back Bay has more banks than Roxbury
◦ H: 3 Roxbury has more small banks and check cashers than large banks



 They started collecting data by Google-searching all the banks 
and check cashers in the Roxbury and Back Bay areas

 They then called all the banks and check cashers in Roxbury and 
visited the banks in Back Bay to ensure that they still exist

 After they found out which of the banks were still in business, 
they put their geographic locations in a Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheet and then imported the data into the Arc GIS 
software

 Using ArcGIS, they created maps of both neighborhoods 
displaying the locations of each bank



 Back Bay has:

 15 large banks

 2 small banks

 0 check cashers

 Roxbury has:

 5 large banks

 2 small banks

 3 check cashers



 As a group, they felt that larger banks are robbing their 
community in maintenance and over draft fees

 They used this project as an educational tool to teach their peers 
about financial literacy

 In conclusion, this class introduced them to the basic concepts 
of GIS

 They were able to work as a team to create these maps using the 
data they collected and created
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